
Peru
The Percy Bargholtz 

Collection

Pre-Adhesive Period 72199-72207

Pacific Steam Naval Co. 72208-72216

1858 (March) First Issue 72217-72261

1858 (Oct)-1859 
Double-Lined Frames 72262-72277

1860-61 “Zig-Zag” Spandrels 72278-72323

1862-73 Lecoq Machine 
Issues 72324-72364

1866-67 American Banknote 
Co. Issues 72365-72375

1870-73 Lecoq “Trenecito” &
“Llama”  72376-72381

Classic Cancellations 72382-72383

1874-84 Definitives 72384-72390

General Issues from 1895 72391-72392

Airmails, Dues, Parcels, etc. 72393-72395

Peru-Chile War 72396

British Post Offices 72397-72403

French Post Office 72404-72406

Collections & Large Lots 72407-72437

We are proud to present below the Peru 
collection of Mr. Percy Bargholtz.  Percy 

has been passionately collecting this area 
for around 40 years and has been awarded 
several international gold medals.  Not only 

has he studied the stamps in a classical 
way with their platings and varieties but 

has also been a passionate postal historian.  
He was lucky to be able to acquire 

fascinating postal history items at a time 
when only few were chasing down that 

track.  Please note that you will also find 
interesting items from his collection under 

Bolivia, Chile, Ecuador and Mexico.
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Lot N°  Symbol(s)    Cat. No. Estimate (e)

 

Peru 

Pre-Adhesive Period

72199  362 1771-1857, Postal Receipts & Documents, about 100 items incl. two 18th century, one  Offer 
   1809, many dozens of 1820s-30s and few later, some come from neighbouring countries  
   (e.g. Colombia, Bolivia e.g. “Independent Potosi” and Argentina plus Ecuador as a part  
   of Peru, to Lima reporting mails to Peru, plus internal Peruvian reports, some on reverse  
   of no longer valid papel sellado. An amazing archive perfect for digging into frequencies  
   and volumes, plus visually appealing with the combination of quaint typography and  
   beautiful calligraphy. Examine, mixed condition, much very fine (Est. € 600/900) 

72200 F  364 MAIL from/to BOLIVIA, 1803-68, eight exhibit pages, nearly all from the pre-adhesive  Offer 
   period, with select markings and usages among the 16 covers, 12 are inbound (with  
   1827-28 Arequipa-La Paz in both directions), the franked covers incl. 1d Green Lecoq  
   tied at Tacna (cover from La Paz), the other with pair of 10c “Nine Stars” tied La Paz  
   cds to Arica, town hs incl. several diff. “PAZ” or “LA PAZ,” Potosi, Arequipa /  
   Franca, Vapor Peru / P, the PSNC barred oval “4,” Paz de Ayacucho oval (x2), Franca  
   Tacna oval (x2), plus rate hs incl. “2 1/2” colonial rate. Useful for further  
   exhibition, examine (Est. € 300/500) 

72201 F   364 1821-1842 EARLY MAIL TO OVERSEAS, 14 early covers on 9 exhibit pages incl. rare 1839  Offer 
   to IRELAND, couple to Belgium, GB incl. Scotland, France and Italy, etc. with a wide variety  
   of markings incl. couple forwarded, a substantial lot, examine (Est. € 600/1’200) 

72202 F  364, 1826-57 Stampless covers, hand-picked selection of 46 covers and 4 postal receipts/  Offer 
  306 reports on 32 exhibit pages, the best examples of the period that Mr. Bargholtz could  
   find, demonstrating the tariffs of 1826 (Jan. & Sept.), the 1836-39 “North and South Peru”  
   period, the 1839 Huancayo tariff, the 1849 Callao-Lima special rate, the March 1851  
   tariff, later incl. special rates of the 1850s and two gorgeous registered covers plus one  
   judicial wrapper and three Official mail. Towns of origin incl. Lima, of course, incl. with  
   various rate hs, plus Arequipa with 2 1/2 and 3 1/2 rates, Arica, Arica British P.O. but  
   used internally, fancy small Callao and scarce Callao / Vapor with “eagle” (Colareta    
   R = 80), scarce Casma, Cuzco (several types incl. Cuzco / 2.R., rare and unlisted by  
   Colareta “DEL CALLAO / A LIMA (2 examples), Moquegua, Pisco, rare unlisted “PIURA /   
   DEBE” (the only use of the “Debe” hs in Peru), Tacna, Trujillo, Vapor Peru / P, Yslay, many  
   also show VAPOR or FRANCA with the town hs, then Arica / Vapor and Lima / Vapor  
   cds, and more. We note only one or two fronts included, a spectacular lot eminently  
   suited for further development, please examine (Est. € 800/1’200) 

72203 F   366 1828-74, MAIL TO USA, 8 exhibit pages with 12 stampless covers showing a variety of  Offer 
   transits (esp. Panama) and arrivals, rates (incl. 1869 printed circular rated “6” on arrival),  
    note one “BR. PKT” cds, also as expected “STEAMSHIP 10” (or “20”), several “SHIP” hs (1828  
   & 1848), fancy “Lima / Vapor,” three with forwarders’ hs, and 1874 with “...DUE 20 / U.S.   
   CURRENCY” in New York cds, one shows British P.O. PAITA cds (1857) on reverse, a choice,  
   diverse and hand-picked lot, examine, nearly all very fine (Est. € 300/400) 

72204 F  368 MAIL from/to ECUADOR 1828-76, 10 exhibit pages, nearly all from the pre-adhesive  Offer 
   period, with select markings and usages among the 15 covers, 12 are inbound (incl.  
   Cuenca-Lima in both directions), 2 show British P.O. mute “GUAYAQUIL / PAID” circular  
   hs, the franked covers incl. 1d Green Lecoq tied by s/l “S PEDRO” and other with pair  
   of 1872 1R Yellow tied, then cover with GB 6d pl. 5 tied by C41 oval, useful for  
   further exhibition, examine (Est. € 300/500) 

72205 F  368 1831-85, Stampless covers TO PERU, album of 30 items, countries of origin incl.  Offer 
   Tasmania (1847), British Virgin Is., Panama, some German States as well as France and  
   GB, wide variety of rates and markings, a great lot, examine (Est. € 200/300) 

72206 F   368 MAIL from/to CHILE, 1832-73, 12 covers on 7 exhibit pages incl. s/l “VAPOR PERU / P”  Offer 
   and VAPOR LIMA / P” hs, two forwarded, one franked in Chile, another with bold British  
   P.O. Arica cds, etc., good range, examine (Est. € 300/400)
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Lot N°  Symbol(s)    Cat. No. Estimate (e)

RARE USE OF 1849 “FRANCA.” LABEL

 

72207 F   The postmaster of Callao, who ran the Lima-Callao mail, wanted to spare his large  1’800 
   customers the trip to the post office for every letter, especially the standard ones  
   that cost 1 real. He introduced gummed labels which could be bought in advance; the  
   few covers known are dated March to June 1849 and December 1849.  
     
   Folded letter datelined May 30, 1949, superb example of the “FRANCA.” label at left,  
   sent to Lima endorsed “a las onze” (by the 11 a.m. coach), La Chambre correspondence,  
   an exceptional showpiece, very fine  
     
   Note: this must be considered the only “Postmaster’s Provisional” of Peru 

Pacific Steam Navigation Co. Issue

 

72208 72209

72208 C   1r Blue on blued paper, large to enormous margins all around, gem quality example with 1 1’000 
   full original gum, small hr, magnificent and very fine in all respects, signed Köhler and  
   others (Scott $1’700+) 

72209 DCE   1r Blue on blued paper, clear margins all around, no gum as often found, very fine (Scott $1’700) 1 500

 

72210 72211 72212

72210 H   1r Blue on blued paper, Callao cancel (L+R fig. 24), nearly clear to enormous margins 1 1’000 
   including sheet margin at left, very fine example of this rare stamp, several old  
   signatures (Scott $2’250+)  

72211 H   1r Blue on blued paper, Lima cancel (L+R fig. 37), nearly clear to nearly touching 1 600 
   margins all around, fresh and fine example of this rare stamp (Scott $2’250) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72207
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72208
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72209
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72210
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72211
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72212
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72212
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72212   REPRINTS of both values on vert. laid paper, plus 7 diff. reprints on wove paper, incl.  1-2 400 
   2 blue shades one of which appears to be on blued paper (Moorhouse cert as 1862  
   reprint), most without or with only partial gum, generally very fine (Scott $1’150) 

72213 72214
 

72213 C   2r Red Brown on blued paper, great margins including sheet margin at left, gem quality 2 1’200 
   example with large part original gum, hr, magnificent and very fine in all respects, signed  
   Darteyre (Scott $1’900+)  

72214 C   2r Red Brown on blued paper, clear to good margins, small part original gum, hr, 2 600 
   minute central inclusion else very fine (Scott $1’900) 

72215  370 1862-63 Reprints by Perkins, Bacon, exhibit page with four 1r and five 2r 1863 reprints 1-2 600 
   on white wove paper in various colours (incl. as issued), then the 1862 printing in  
   reversed colours on white laid paper and finally the rarely encountered 1862 printing  with  
   1r Dark Blue and 2r Dark Brown on thin to medium white paper (see Moll pg. 55), a very  
   fine group well suited for further exhibit or reference (Scott ca. $1’750) 

 

72216    Reprints, forgeries and proposed baggage labels, an important accumulation partly 1-2 Offer 
   mounted plus photocopied literature, begins with 29 reprints (1-6 of each) incl. 2r on  
   laid paper (total Scott $1’800, most fine or better), then two sets of 3 diff. “luggage  
   stamps” (numbered between 000733 and 3192), mostly og and very fine and the  
   same in 1957 reprints all numbered 100001, followed by a large semi-sorted  
   accumulation of the outright forgeries dominated by the Spiro types incl. full sheets  
   of the 2r in blue and in green (dotted cancels), also the better Oneglia litho forgeries  
   and probably well over 100 forgeries (some in well-stuffed glassines) of many types  
   in all. A delightful study lot, examine (Est. € 200/300)   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our website

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72213
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72214
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72216
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72216
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1858 (March) First Issue

UNIQUE FIRST DAY COVER FOR THE FIRST ISSUE

 

72217 F   1858 1d Blue, superb example with four huge margins, tied by dotted Callao hs (L+R 3  
   fig. 24) to outer letter sheet to nearby Lima, endorsed “tren de 4 1/4” (“by the 4:15  
   PM train,” one of six per day). with docketing of receipt clearly showing the letter  
   was mailed at Callao on March 10, the first day that the stamps were available at the  
   post offices in Lima and Callao (the rest of the country took longer). Though Scott and  
   other catalogues show the date of issue as March 1, Moll and other specialists confirm  
   the first possible date of use as March 10. Lachambre correspondence, extremely fine  
   showpiece, signed Raybaudi.  
     
   The most important First Issue postal history item on record  
     
   Estimate: € 7’500 - € 10’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72217
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EARLIEST KNOWN USE OF FIRST ISSUE GOING ABROAD

 

72218 F   1d Blue, four margins incl. huge at left, tied by Lima dotted & oval cancel (L+R fig. 37) 3  
   to folded outer cover to Genoa (Genova), ITALY, with full docketing of receipt showing  
   the contents had been written on March 11 and thus the cover had to be carried on  
   March 12, the first day of departure of the northbound mail steamer which carried  
   (inter alia) the mail for Europe. Boxed FRANCA hs struck out, and letter was charged  
   (unusually) “05” by tampon for local postage in Genova. Reverse shows superb boxed bs  
   dated 22 / APR / 1858. Trivial ink erosion in small part of address plus central folds  
   (far from stamp), stamp possibly lifted for examination and replaced, a very fine  
   postal history showpiece, just one other cover for this date and usage recorded  
     
   Estimate: € 5’000 - € 7’500 

 

72219 CC   1d Light Blue, remarkable large-margined mint example with full original gum and 3 200 
   apparently never hinged, truly SUPERB classic  (Scott $275++)  
     
   Note: stamp is from transfer type 17, readily identified by colourless oval flaw at  
   top left of the shield. 

72220 H F  370 1d Blue and Dark Blue, two vert. pairs showing transfers used for position 16, one 3 300 
   11/18 (i.e 11/”16”) and the other 6/1 (i.e. “16”/1), plus a cover with vert. pair,  
   transfer types 11/10 (i.e. 11/”16”), latter used in Feb. 1859 from Tarma (blue  
   cancels) to Lima, vertical pairs are very scarce compared to horizontal ones, very  
   fine overall 

72221 H F  370 1d Dark Blue to Medium Blue shades, four horiz. pairs + strip of four, all showing 3 160 
   transfer types 5 + 1 (strip 5+1+2+3), so-called  “bridging” pairs between transfer  
   blocks, all showing diff. angle or distance between thus indicative that two stones  
   may have been used (as sheets were composed using only 8 transfer blocks), on exhibit  
   page, one pair with ms cancels, very fine overall (5 items) 

72222 H  370 1d Blue, reconstructed transfer block of 20 less position 16, which was always filled 3 1’000 
   using a different transfer, cut from another transfer sheet, as the original pos. 16  
   was defective and excised. Shades and cancels vary (incl. pre-adhesive s/l cds, etc.),  
   an important showpiece and difficult to assemble, plus 3 used examples in Light Blue,  
   Blue and Slate Blue, all with large margins, very fine overall 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72218
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72219
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72223 H   1d Blue (shades incl. Milky Blue and Dark Blue), three horiz. pairs, each with 3 480 
   transfer type 20 at left and types 6, 7 or 10 at right in place of the missing type  
   16; then four horiz. pairs showing SUBSTITUTED ClichéS: types 3 + 9 (in lieu of 20 +  
   16), types 15 + 6 (also in lieu of 20 + 16), types 15 + 18 (in lieu of 17 + 18) and  
   types 20 + 19 (in lieu of 18 + 19), all on two exhibit pages, fine and useful for  
   exhibition (7 pairs) 

72224 H  374 Pair of 1d with sheet margin at foot (others large) with dotted Chinca Alta cancels 3 300 
   (L+R fig. 24) on cover to Lima, stamps are type 7 + 17 with type 7 used in place of  
   the missing type 16, docketing for July 8 & 10, 1858; extremely fine showpiece 

 

72225 H   1d Blue (shades incl. Milky Blue and Dark Blue), four horiz. pairs, each with transfer 3 260 
   type 17 at right and types 2, 4, 13 or 18 at left placed in position of the missing  
   type 16, three have s/l cancels (incl. Piura and Caxamarca), last with blue dotted  
   Tarma cancels (L+R fig. 24), fine and useful for exhibition 

72226 H  374 1d Blue to Dark Blue, 5 vert. pairs showing transfer types “bridging” two transfer 3 240 
   blocks, types 5/10, 6/11, 15/20, 17/2 and 20/5, all with L+R fig. 24 cancels incl.  
   HUANCAYO, YCA, PISCO (x2), PIURA and couple with light creases else very fine 

72227 H  374 1d Blue, wonderful group on album page, shades from Pale Blue to Indigo, comprising 6 3 240 
   horiz. pairs and two horiz. strips of three, all plated as to transfer types, many  
   premium cancels incl. pairs with “CERTIFICACION” in oval (L+R fig. 85), PUNO double  
   oval with stars (L+R fig. 45), CALLAO in blue and in black, etc., fine to very fine  
   overall (18 stamps in 8 items; Scott $855+) 

 

72228 H   1d Light Blue, handsome strip of four with boxed CERTIFICACION cancels (L+R fig. 85 3 240 
   bis, rated “20”) as used from Huancavelica, vast margins, two shallow thin spots else  
   very fine 

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72223
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72229 F   Three 1d Dark Blue pairs, Huancavelica dotted cancels (L+R fig. 24) used on cover with 3 1’200 
   partial contents datelined 25 Oct. 1858 and sent to Lima, normal triple-rate internal  
   postage, the pairs are transfer types 11+17 (with 11 at “pos. 16”) at  top right,  
   types 19+20 and close-spaced “bridging” pair types 5+1, close outer margins, a fine  
   and rare high letter franking 

 

72230 F   1d Blue, vert. strip of four spanning the right side of the transfer blocks (pos. 3 600 
   5/10/15/20), tied by Tacna cds (L+R fig. 36) to Feb. 6, 1859 cover to Arequipa. The  
   franking paid double-rate postage over 25 leguas, 2 pesetas = 4 dineros. Wide margins,  
   very fine showpiece as only a few strip-franked covers are known 

72231 F  374 1d Deep Blue pair (transfer types 10+17a), intense fresh colour, tied to cplt. folded 3 300 
   letter to Cochabamba, BOLIVIA by Sept. 2, 1858 Tacna cds, ms “1 1/2” (reales) Bolivian  
   charge, enormous margins, a high-quality very fine showpiece 

72232 F  374 1d Dark Greyish Blue, “bridging” pair showing transfer types 10+6 tied to cplt. folded 3 240 
   letter by bold s/l TRUJILLO hs, datelined April 5, 1865 (very late usage, seven years  
   after issue!), sent to Lima, a marvellous cover, very fine 

72233 F  374 1d Deep Blue, pair showing the misaligned substituted transfer types 15+6, blue Cuzco 3 200 
   cancels, used on cplt. folded personal letter to Arequipa datelined July 29, 1858, was  
   found to be overweight so 2 reales was paid at the post office (ms in scarce blue  
   “ring” oval), faint vert. fold through left stamp, very fine appearing showpiece 

72234 F  374 1d Dark Indigo Blue, “bridging” pair showing transfer types 10+6, each with blue 3 180 
   CALLAO cds on double rate short distance cover, sent to Lima, a marvellous cover  
   showing large horiz. displacement of the transfers, very fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72229
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72230
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72235 F  374 1d Dark Blue, horiz. pair showing substituted transfer, with types 19 + 15 in lieu of 3 160 
   19 + 20, uncommon, nice margins, cancelled by Huancayo cancels (L+R fig. 24), docketed  
   May 12 & 16, 1860, very fine 

72236 F  374 1d Blue, two covers with vertical pairs tied, each showing transfer type “16” filled 3 160 
   by type 8 or type 2, the pairs are types 8/1 and 11/2 respectively, the former a  
   “bridging” pair, from Arequipa or Piura (L+R fig. 24 cancels), to Lima, fine to very  
   fine 

72237 F  374 1d Dark Blue, vert. pair with ample to huge margins and Iquique cancels (L+R fig. 24), 3 120 
   transfer types 7/12, on cover to Lima, endorsed for carriage by steamer “San Carlos,”  
   docketed July 15, 1860 (relatively late usage), very fine 

72238 F  374 1d Dark Blue, vert. pair oriented vertically (very scarce thus) with ample to large 3 120 
   margins tied by Iquique cancels (L+R fig. 24), transfer types 12/17, on cover to Lima,  
   docketed Oct. 20, 1858, slightly refolded for display, very fine 

72239 F  378 1d Blue, “bridging” pair of transfer types 5+1 tied by blue Arequipa cancels (L+R fig. 3 120 
   24) to cplt. folded letter from there (docketed August 21, 1858) to Islay, ample to  
   large margins, the pair is different from other “5+1” pairs offered herein, very fine 

72240 DFE  378 1d Blue tied by Lima cancel to cover front to Santiago, CHILE, with commercial cachet 3 120 
   at BL. The single letter rate (1d) was up to 1/2 onza in Peru, but only 5/16 onza in  
   Chile; thus the letter was marked “25” in pencil and by circled red hs, indicating  
   postage due for a double rate letter.; a fine and scarce showpiece 

EARLIEST RECORDED DATE OF USE OF 1858 UNA PESETA

 

72241 F   March 13, 1858 - 1p Red, bold Lima in oval and dots (L+R fig. 37) on cover with 4  
   docketing showing it despatched on March 13, and sent to Islay by the southbound mail  
   steamer from Callao, stamp is transfer type B, an important usage, fine and attractive  
   showpiece  
     
   Estimate: € 4’000 - € 5’000 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72241
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72242 72244 72245
 

72242 H F   1p Red, page showing four diff. shades from Salmon to Rose Red, two with huge margins 4 400 
   all around, transfer types H, B, C and F, plus July 1858 cover franked by Type K sent  
   from Islay to Lima, a fine and useful basis for specialisation 

72243 H  378 1p Red, reconstructed transfer block of 10 types, first identified and numbered by 4 600 
   Hausberg (randomly) and now identified in correct order by letter (after decades of  
   further research). Cancels include two in red and two in blue, several shades present,  
   margins vary from close to very fine, examine, only one or two other reconstructions  
   known, very fine overall 

72244 H   1p Red, vertical pair of transfer types G/B (“bridging” two transfer blocks) with blue 4 400 
   Arequipa cancels (L+R fig. 24), large margins, a scarce multiple, very fine, signed  
   incl. A. Diena 

72245 H   1p Red, vertical pair of transfer types F/A (“bridging” two transfer blocks, but 4 400 
   irregularly) with RED Parcoy cancel (L+R fig. 24, high rarity factor of 85), large  
   margins, slight vert. & horiz. folds else fine and a rare showpiece 

 

72246 F   1p Red, vertical pair of transfer types I/D (“bridging” two transfer blocks) showing 4 1’500 
   extremely narrow spacing between the two, tied by Oct. 8, 1858 Tacna cds to double  
   inland weight cover to Corocoro,  BOLIVIA. Large margins all around, an exquisite  
   showpiece, very fine (small cover tear at top of no import)  
   Note: Few covers franked by a pair or other multiple of the 1p value are known 
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72247 F  378 1p Red, pale shade and transfer type G, tied by 1-Lima-2 cancel (L+R fig. 41) to June 4 300 
   12, 1858 complete letter to Valparaiso, CHILE. Large to huge margins, very fine.   
     
   Note: Double rate for cover going abroad, and endorsed for carriage on P.S.N.C.  
   steamer “Lima.” 

72248 F  378 1p Red, medium shade and transfer type F, tied by bold Tacna cds (L+R fig. 36) of June 4 300 
   2, 1858 to complete letter to Cochabamba, BOLIVIA. Large margins save close at left,  
   else very fine  
   Note: Single rate for cover going abroad, paid to the border, with Bolivian “1 1/2” (reales)  
   due in ms for Bolivian postage 

72249 F  378 1p Pale Red, transfer type A, good to large margins, tied by Huancayo cancel (L+R fig. 24) to 4 220 
   May 26, 1858 cover to Lima at the ordinary inland single rate, fresh and very fine overall 

72250 F  378 1p Red, bright shade and transfer type C, tied by Huaraz cancel (L+R fig. 24) to July 4 200 
   6, 1858 cover to Lima, single rate franking for distance over 25 legas, two huge  
   margins (others well clear), attractive and scarce, fine 

72251 F  378 1p Pale Red, transfer type D, good to large margins, tied by Iquique cancel (L+R fig. 4 200 
   24) to July 19, 1858 cover to Lima at the ordinary inland single rate, fresh and fine 

72252 F  378 1p Rose Red with bold Tacna cancel (L+R fig. 24) on Lachambre correspondence cover to 4 200 
   Lima docketed July 5, 1858, close but clear margins all around, fine (SG £550 on cover) 

 

72253 H   1p Red, substituted transfer types K+A instead of E+E, bridging two transfer blocks, 4 var. 360 
   the type K being from the upper row of the transfer block with the error 1/2p  
   transfers, a very rare position and exhibition item, right stamp (type A) with slight  
   wrinkle else very fine 

 

72254 H   1/2p Rose, the error of colour, transfer type d (one of 5 diff. types), “Nasca” 5 1’800 
   (Nazca) cancel (L+R fig, 24, rarity 50), an outstanding example with ample to large  
   margins all around,  very fine, signed A. Brun (Scott $4’750+)  
     
   Note: possibly unique example used from this town. About 2’500 of the error were  
   produced and it is thought that no more than 100 to 150 have survived 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72253
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72255 72256

72255 H   1/2p Rose, the error of colour, transfer type b (one of 5 diff. types), Huacho cancel 5 1’200 
   (L+R fig, 24), ample to large margins all around, pinhole (so-called “French mounting”)   
   and trivial traces of marginal thins else very fine, signed A. Brun (Scott $4’750)  
     
   Note: about 2’500 of the error were produced; today, it is thought that no more than  
   100 to 150 have survived 

72256 H   1/2p Rose, the error of colour, transfer type d (one of 5 diff. types), Arica cancel 5 800 
   (L+R fig, 24), slightly uneven paper else fine, 1988 cert BPA states “rubbed” and  
   small tear at top, neither of which are apparent (Scott $4’750)  
     
   Note: about 2’500 of the error were produced; today, it is thought that no more than  
   100 to 150 have survived 

72257 H  378 1/2p Buff and 1/2p Orange Yellow, reconstruction of the complete strip of five 6, 6a 600 
   Transfer Types (a-e) for this value, two in Orange-yellow, rest shades of Buff, most  
   signed incl. by Thier, fine or very fine (Scott $1’875++) 

 

72258 P L   1/2p Orange Yellow and 1/p Buff, Sperati die proofs on thick and thin papers 6, 6a Offer 
   respectively, latter with some show-though of BPA hs on back, each signed in pencil,  
   very fine overall (Est. € 200/300) 

72259 72261
 

72259 H   1/2p Buff (yellowish shade), transfer type c, Lima cancel, trace of corner bends, even 6 120 
   margins, very fine, 1969 cert. RPS (Scott $375) 

72260 F  380 1/2p Buff, ample to huge margins, tied to cover by Lima oval-in-dots cancel, Lima cds 6 750 
   at centre dated MARCH 18, 1858 (one of the earlier dates known, the earliest being  
   March 14), water stain at far right, fine showpiece  

72261 H   1/2p Orange Yellow, transfer type a, lovely blue Cuzco cancel (L+R fig. 24), traces of 6a 120 
   thinning mostly confined to margin else very fine (Scott $375) 
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1858 (Oct)-1859 Double-Lined Frames

 

72262 F   1d Dark Slate Blue, blue Callao cancel with matching ENE 17, 1859 cds, thus making it 7  
   possibly the EARLIEST KNOWN USE of this stamp on cover, carried by the 11 AM train to  
   Lima, docketing confirms date, very fine  
     
   Note: Moll (1999 edition) states this stamp exists used from late 1858 (a strip of 3  
   with Callao cds of Dec. 13, 1858). Our check of several auctions shows no other use  
   this early on cover  
     
   Estimate: € 2’000 - € 3’000 

 

72263 H J   1d Blue, rejoined block of 6 (from 2 strips of 3), PIURA s/l cancels (L+R fig. 1), one of 7 1’000 
   the larger multiples extant for this stamp, which has not yet been completely plated,   
   tiny faults as can be expected, fine and important showpiece 

72264 H  378 1d Blue, exhibit page showing four markedly diff. shades, plus 5 singles and three 7 300 
   pairs (one vert.) with many showing transfer types, several blue and one red cancel, a  
   great foundation for study or exhibit, very fine overall (12 items = 15 stamps) 

72265 F  380 1d Slate Blue, two vert. pairs, each with sheet margin at right, tied by blue Arequipa 7 360 
   cancels (L+R fig. 24) to cover to Lima docketed March 20, 1859 and showing bold VAPOR  
   hs front and back used at Arequipa (Colareta 7v), a splendid showpiece, very fine 

72266 F  380 1d Light Blue, two examples tied by scarcer ARICA VAPOR cds of 21 AGOST 59 to cover to 7 180 
   Lima, large to huge margins incl. portion of another stamp, fresh and very fine, 1995 cert. PF 

72267 F  380 1d Slate Blue pair, nice margins, tied by scarce POMOBAMBA cancel (L+R fig. 24, rarity 7 180 
   30!)) to cover to Chorrillos via Lima (AB 26 / 60 cds), single letter rate for over 25  
   leguas en route to Lima, very fine 
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72268 F  380 1d Blue, two covers, single franking with very worn impression used Lima to Chorrillos 7 140 
   in March 1859, plus pair (possibly “bridging” two transfer blocks) used from Lima to  
   Arequipa in August 1859, each showing “normal” single rate for the distances involved,  
   fine, latter signed Julliard (2) 

EARLIEST KNOWN DATE OF USE: OCTOBER 28, 1858

 

72269 F   1p Red, die type II, tied by Lima 1-2-3 dots and ovals cancel to cover with docketing 8  
   showing it was written (and mailed) on 28 October 1858 and carried to Arequipa on the  
   southbound steamer from Callao of that date. An important “earliest known” usage,  
   though a few others of the same date are also recorded. Faint toning, very fine  
     
   Estimate: € 2’000 - € 3’000 

72270 H  www 1p Vermilion to Rose shades, exhibit page with 8 stamps demonstrating a range of 8 Offer 
   shades and presenting the two distinct DIE VARIETIES used to create at least two  
   printing stones, cancels incl. red and blue, s/l LIM(A), LAMBAYEQUE, etc. (mostly L+R  
   fig. 24), plus three attractive single franking covers (from Arequipa, Iquique and  
   Lima), great foundation for further study of this issue, examine, mostly very fine  
   (Est. € 320/460) 

72271 H  380 1p Red, die I, reconstructed transfer block of 10, some better cancels, difficult to 8 240 
   accomplish, nearly all very fine (Scott $650+) 

72272 H  380 1p Red, die I, vert. strip of 4, transfer types 6/1/6/1 showing different spacing 8 160 
   between rows, Lima dotted + oval cancels (L+R fig. 37), very fine (couple trivial  
   flaws as usual) 

72273 H  www 1d Rose, worn impression pair, die I, with CERTIFICACION hs in dotted oval (L+R fig. 8 100 
   85), very fine showpiece 

72274 F  380 TO SPAIN VIA BRITISH P.O., 1p Vermilion, die II, tied by Lima 1-2 cancel to cplt. folded 8 600 
   letter datelined September 12, 1859, as shown in small Lima cds, sent via British P.O.  
   at Callao (bs SP 12 1859), with London transit (Oct. 18, 1859) and bs at Bilbao 24 OCT  
   59, postage paid to destination at the British P.O. (2s 6d) indicated in red ms, with 2d  
   credited to Spain, plus circular “PD” hs, attractive showpiece, very fine 

72275 F  380 Two 1p Vermilion, each die II, on official Superior Court cover with ms note on 8 400 
   reverse stating postage had to be paid by a named party and dated 22 Nov. 1859, sent  
   from Chachapoyas (L+R fig. 24 cancels) to Trujillo, scarce double rate letter over a  
   distance greater than 25 leguas, fine and scarce showpiece 
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72276 F  380 MAIL TO BOLIVIA, 1p Vermilion, worn impression, tied by Tacna cds to folded letter 8 260 
   datelined March 17, 1859 and sent to Cochabamba. The stamp paid the postage to the  
   border, and the further Bolivian charge is shown as “1 1/2” (reales) in ms, very  
   attractive, fine 

72277 F  382 1p Vermilion and 1p Dark Rose, one each Die I or II, each used as single franking on 8 160 
   cover from Arequipa (Dec.6, 1858) or Iquique (Nov. 4, 1859) to Lima, very fine, ex La  
   Chambre correspondence 

1860-61 “Zig-Zag” Spandrels

72278 C DCE  382 1860-61 “Zig-zags,” important exhibit page explaining the three printings (1859, 1860 9-10 320 
   and 1861), the last two of which were made from several different settings, and the  
   last of which was made from entirely retouched dies (two for the 1d, one for the 1p)  
   and also had several settings. The page offers unused examples of the 1d original  
   design (og, signed A. Diena), first retouch (og) and second retouch (no gum), and the  
   1p original (no gum, signed Stolow) and retouched (no gum), couple back faults but  
   attractive and very fine overall (Scott $1’625) 

72279 H  www 1860-61 1d &1p “Zig-zags,” first printing, vert. and horiz. pairs of each, 1d transfer 9-10 60 
   types 8-9 and 20/5, 1p types 8-9 and 3/8, nice cancels, examine, mostly very fine  
   (Scott $212++) 

72280 H F  382 1860-61 1d Value, exhibit page clearly demonstrating the original design plus the 9, 9b var. 300 
   First Retouch (cornucopia on white, lines at top and bottom labels strengthened) and  
   Second Retouch (line misiing under “EOS” at right), shown by three pairs: original  
   transfer types 39-40 (3rd setting, latter pos. with cornucopia on white), §1st  
   retouch vert. pair, and 2nd retouch, 1st setting, types 3-4. An important exhibit page  
   for those unfamiliar with these distinctions, which are not fully catalogued, very  
   fine overall 

72281 H  382 FIRST PRINTING 1d Dark Blue, vert. strip of 7 from the first printing, showing the 9 180 
   characteristic narrow spacing between rows, transfer types 2/7/12/17/2/7, couple minor  
   faults as expected, fine and important showpiece 

72282 H  382 1d Blue (mostly very deep shades), first setting reconstruction of 20 transfer types 9 180 
   (5 x 4), some show evidence of wear to the printing stone, generally hand-picked  
   examples and few blue cancels, very fine for issue overall 

72283 F  382 1860 (28 October) official wrapper from Cajabamba, with horiz. strip of four 1d Blue 9 400 
   (transfer types 5+1+2+3) tied by two strikes of large red oval Huamachuco cancels (L+R  
   fig. 7), then the first full post office on the road to its destination, Trujillo. Long ms notice on  
   reverse giving date and origin, mixed margins, a handsome fine showpiece 

72284 F  382 1d Dark Blue, EARLY USE on Jan.12, 1860 from Lima to Genova (Italy), stamp is transfer 9 300 
   type 18, and cover is marked with italic “P.D.” (though how this was accomplished is  
   not marked), Genova and Torino bs (20 FEB 60), scarce usage, fine showpiece 

72285 DFE  382 1d Dark Blue, UNDERPAID USE from Arequipa transfer type 12 from 1st setting tied to 9 120 
   front by s/l cancel (L+R fig. 1) and sent to Yslay, with the deficiency in postage  
   (for an item sent over 25 lequas) noticed and the cover front  marked with very  
   uncommon handstamped “1.” 

72286 DFE  382 1d Dark Blue, pair showing transfer types 6+7 from 1st setting, showing parts of 9 120 
   adjoining stamps at top and other margins clear all around, on folded letter with s/l  
   LIMA cancel (L+R fig. 1) and sent to Arequipa, commercial oval hs, a gem, very fine 

72287 H F  384 1861 1d First Retouch (cornucopia on white, lines at top and bottom labels strengthened), 9b var. 400 
   exhibit page with three singles, strip of 6 with ms and boxed blue cancels, and cover  
   with pair franking (1862, Tacna to Lima, very scarce material, fine overall 

72288 H J  384 1p Red, magnificent block of 12 from the first setting, neat CAXAMARCA s/l cancels, 10 500 
   transfer types 7-10/12-15/17-20, one stamp small tear and another small thin, good  
   margins for this narrow-spaced issue, probable sheet margin at foot, very fine overall 
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72289 H  384 1p Rose (shades), complete reconstruction of the 20 transfer types, some premium 10 500 
   cancels incl. two in red, nearly all four margined, an attractive and important  
   showpiece, difficult to accomplish, very fine overall 

72290 H  384 1p Red, vert. strip of 5 from the first printing, showing the characteristic narrow 10 260 
   spacing between rows, transfer types 11/16/1/6/11, margins clear all around, couple  
   minor faults as expected, fine and important showpiece 

72291 F  384 Two 1p Rose, deep shades, tied to June 24, 1860 steamer letter (partial contents) from 10 600 
   Lima to Guayaquil, ECUADOR, endorsed “pr. Vapor.” As Peru continued until 1863 to  
   charge double the ordinary steamship postage for mail for ports north of Peru up to  
   Panama, the franking paid for a double rate letter. Slightly mixed margins as usual  
   for this tightly-spaced issue, a fresh and very fine showpiece 

72292 F  384 1p Deep Rose tied by Lima oval & dots cancel (L+R fig. 37) to cover to Arequipa 10 120 
   docketed 11 August 1860, stamp is transfer type 19 of the first setting and shows four  
   margins, very fine (SG £250) 

72293 H  384 1861 SECOND PRINTINGS, 1d Blue, second and third settings each in vertical and two 9 240 
   horizontal pairs, plus pair and two singles from a further, not-yet-identified setting (fourth?),  
   on exhibit page, important for exhibition, very fine overall (16 stamps in 9 items) 

72294 H  386 1d Blue, the second setting (used for stamps delivered in Nov. 1860), reconstructed 9 240 
   transfer block of 20 types, various lighter shades of blue, the two right stamps of each  
   row are pairs, tight margins as issued, a delightful exhibition item, very fine overall 

72295 F  386 1d Blue, second setting pair, transfer types 6+7, tied by Lima cancels to cover from 9 300 
   Arica, docketed 18 Dec. 1860 and representing one of the EARLIEST KNOWN USES of  
   the 1d Second Setting (used for stamps delivered in Nov. 1860), mixed margins, an   
   important exhibition item, fine overall 

72296 H  386 1d Blue, 2nd printing, third setting (of 40 transfer types), complete reconstruction 9 400 
   incl. one pair (showing worn print, cornucopia on white ground), several blue cancels,  
   various shades from light to dark, very fine overall 

72297 H F  386 1d Second Printing, the 4th setting suggested by Hall & Fulcher (but not yet worked 9 300 
   out), exhibit page with three pairs plus a single and a cover, the last two showing  
   same transfer type characteristics as the two stamps in one of the pairs, very fine  
   and with much exhibit potential, cover signed Darteyre 

72298 F  386 1d Second printing, group of four covers (three franked by pairs), two of the latter 9 200 
   showing 2nd setting stamps, other two 3nd setting; the single franking, endorsed  
   “Urgente,” represents a very early use of the 2nd Printing, from Callao on Jan. 5,  
   1861, fine to very fine (some margins affected by narrow spacing as printed) 

72299 F  386 1d 3rd setting, magnificent large-margined pair, deep colour, cds cancel, with 25 DIC. 9 140 
   61 Cuzco cds at top right of cover, sent to Arequipa, stamps are transfer types 13+14,  
   very fine 

72300 H  388 1p Rose (shades), second printing, partial reconstruction of 4th setting with 16 of 20 10 400 
   transfer types present, type 14 with 10 ENERO 61 Tacna cds, the EARLIEST RECORDED DATE  
   for this setting (the other 2 settings of this printing have not been worked out),  
   characteristic narrow margins, very fine overall 

72301 F  386 1p Deep Rose, 2nd printing, 4th setting, transfer types 5/10 in vert. pair tied by Lima 10 300 
   cancels to cover “Por Vapor” to Guayaquil, ECUADOR, docketed 21 August 1861, mixed  
   margins, even pairs of the 4th setting are uncommon, mixed margins, rich colour, fine 

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction  
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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72302 H   Second Printing of the 1p Red (shades), exhibit page showing stamps from the three 10 180 
   settings believed used for these, only one of which (the last) has been completed.  
   Includes intermediate setting rejoined “block of 3” with Caxamarca s/l cancels, two of  
   the settings show stamps with cornucopia on white background (due to stone wear),  
   excellent scope for display, very fine overall (some effects from narrow spacings) 

72303 F  388 1p Rose, four margins incl. extra at top, transfer type 19, tied by  Lima cds with 10 400 
   fleurons to cover to Valparaiso, CHILE, paying double Peru rate but rated “25” due by  
   red hs on arrival for domestic postage, endorsed “pr. Vapor Bogota,” an attractive  
   foreign mail showpiece, very fine 

72304 F  www Second Printing 1p Red (shades), four single franking covers, one each from second and 10 240 
   third setting, two from last setting (types 12 and 1 respectively), mixed margins as  
   can be expected due to stone layouts, fine overall 

72305 F  388 1p Deep Rose, 2nd printing (3rd setting) plus two 1d Blues (diff. colours) from the 3rd 10+9 240 
   printing (2nd retouch, first setting), all tied by Tacna cds (19 DICIEM. 61) to folded letter  
   to Cochabamba, BOLIVIA, mixed margins, an attractive and fine colourful franking abroad 

 

72306 C   1d THIRD PRINTING, 2nd retouch, first setting, transfer type 18 with sheet margin at 9 80 
   foot, og, slight thin else an important showpiece, very fine (SG 12, £225) 

72307 H  388 1d Third Printing, 2nd retouch, first setting, vert. strip of four, transfer types 9 120 
   16/1/6/11, Jauja canels (L+R fig. 4 & 24), margins clear except at BR, a wonderful  
   showpiece, very fine 

72308 H  388 1d Third Printing, 2nd retouch (broken line under right “EOS”), first setting, 9 120 
   reconstructed transfer block of 20 types, difficult to accomplish, very fine overall  
   (SG 12, £460) 

72309 F  388 1d Third Printing, 2nd retouch (broken line under right “EOS”), first setting, transfer types 9 120 
   3 & 6, used on cover from Tacna to Lima and tied by 17 Dec. 1861 cds, EARLIEST RECORDED  
   DATE OF USE for the 1st setting of the 2nd retouch, mixed margins else very fine overall 

72310 F  388 1d Intense Blue, Third Printing, 2nd retouch (broken line under right “EOS”), first 9 120 
   setting, transfer types 20+16,tied by April 9, 1862 Truxillo cds on cover to Lima (bs  
   April 13th), the stamps show a vertical offset typical of “bridging” pairs (between  
   transfer blocks) and are probably from the foot of the sheet, clear to large margins,  
   very fine showpiece 

72311 F  388 1d Third Printing, 2nd retouch (broken line under right “EOS”), first setting, vert. 9 100 
   pair of transfer types 4/9 tied by Arica dotted cancel (L+R fig. 24) and showing bold  
   strike of large Arica cds dated March 8, 1862, sent to Lima (bs), margins just clear  
   to quite large, very fine overall 
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72312 72313
 

72312 C J   1d Dark Blue block of four, third printing, second retouch, intense colour, transfer 9 600 
   types 7-8/12-13, shows zig-zag lines clearly broken at angles (Scott 9c) as well as  
   line missing under right “EOS,” margins all around, a spectacular showpiece, og, very  
   fine (Scott $900++ as singles) 

72313 H   1d Third Printing, 2nd retouch, second setting, rare strip of four, transfer types 9 160 
   Surtees 23+24 and Hall 21+12, mixed margins though very scarce large multiple of this  
   setting and very fine overall 

72314 H  www 1d Third Printing, 2nd retouch, second setting, three pairs and three singles plus 9 120 
   pair on cover (Cuzco to Abancay, Oct. 1862), all identified by Hall & Fulcher or  
   Surtees transfer type except one which appears to be a new find (adjacent to type  
   17).slightly mixed margins though very scarce and very fine overall 

 

72315 F   1d Second Retouch, four examples tied to Nov. 1862 cplt. folded letter by three 9 var. 400 
   strikes of Tacna cds, sent to Cochabamba, BOLIVIA. The franking was to pay a double  
   rate (1/2 - 1 onza), but it was charged in Bolivia “6 1/2” (reales) by ms, indicating  
   a weight over 1 onza, with ms “1 1/4” at far left perhaps indicative of the weight.  
   Endorsed that it was accompanied by two newspapers (free from postage). Slightly mixed  
   margins, an important franking, fresh and fine 

 

72316 H   1d Third Printing, 2nd retouch, first & second settings, three pairs of the first (two 9 80 
   show transfer types 7+8, with minor doubling of design on one, also 12/17) plus two  
   pairs of the second setting, Hall & Fulcher types 4+5 and 9+10, very fine overall 
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72317 C H  388 Retouched Design 1p Red, reconstruction of the 1st setting transfer block of 20, less 11 400 
 F  pos. 13, which is however present used on Sept. 17, 1862 cover from Iquique to Lima,  
   all on exhibit page. Position 19 apparently unused, pos. 1 with sheet margin at T,  
   very fine overall, an important part of the story of these issues 

 

72318 C J   1861 1p Red, the first setting of the Retouched Design, impressive mint block of four, 11  
   transfer types 1-2/6-7, part original gum, light vertical crease through right pair  
   (expertly ironed out), an extremely rare multiple, very fine except as noted  
     
   Estimate: € 600 - € 900 

72319 H F  www 1861 Retouched 1p value, two exhibit pages, first showing singles from both settings, 11 240 
   incl. extra 2nd setting pelure paper, then vert. pairs from each setting, both showing  
   transfer types 15/20 as well as right sheet margin or sheet corner margin, finally two  
   1st setting covers, single franking from Lima to Islas de Chincha and vert. pair from  
   Lima to Arequipa accompanied (per ms note) by a packet of printed matter, slightly  
   mixed condition but useful exhibit items, fine overall with a few very fine (7 items) 

 

72320 DCE   Retouched 1p Red, transfer type 10, PELURE paper, no gum, a very rare stamp, good 11 160 
   margins all around, very fine (Scott $425; SG 13a, £425) 

72321 H  394 Retouched Design 1p Red, reconstruction of the 2nd setting transfer block of 20, with 11 300 
   some appearing to be on pelure paper (only used for part of the 2nd setting stamps),  
   one red cancel, very fine overall, an important part of the story of these issues 

72322 G J  394 Retouched 1p value, blocks of 6 and of 8 with pen cancels used on large fragment with 11 300 
 I  1d Red 1st Lecoq issue, datelined Dec. 19, 1863 and possibly representing FISCAL  
   USAGE, some faults yet overall a fine and impressive item  
     
   Note: Peru’s first fiscals date from 1866, and nothing is definite about earlier fiscal use  
   of postage stamps, though pen cancels of the 1858-63 issues are sometimes encountered 

72323 F  394 Retouched 1p Red, 2nd setting, transfer type 14, tied by Tacna cds (5 Dec. 1862 with 11 160 
   inverted month) to folded letter to Cochabamba, BOLIVIA, ms “1 1/2” (reales) due for  
   local postage on arrival, stamp with four margins, very fine 

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our website
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1862-73 Lecoq Machine Issues 

EARLIEST DOCUMENTED USE OF A LECOQ ISSUE

 

72324 F   Pair of 1d Red showing paper join on right stamp, tied by Lima grid to cover docketed 12 2’500 
   as originating at Islas de Chincha on Dec. 26, 1862, with Lima bs of Dec. 27, superb  
   strike of ISLAS dotted oval (L+R fig. 24), on face of cover, a very fine and UNIQUE  
   showpiece 

 

72325 P   Proofs in black on white paper for the 1d and 1p values, also extra 1p proof on light 12-13 200 
   bluish paper, last with slight thin else scarce and very fine 

72326 C  394 Exhibit page introducing the Lecoq issues with mint (og) examples of the six diff. 12-15, 19-20 120 
   stamps, very fine overall (Scott $478.50) 

 

72327 H G  1862 1d Red, the first Lecoq machine issue, 3 exhibit pages showing black proof, 12, 12a 300 
 DCE P   unused strip of four (demonstrating paper advance “pin holes”), paper varieties  
   (thick, thin and pelure as well as diff. widths), colour variations, paper joins incl.  
   one in strip of 4, and used strips of 5 & 6, also 2 examples of the “Arms Sideways”  
   error, an excellent start for this value, examine, fine to very fine 
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72328 H   1d Light Red, strip of 8 on thin paper with light Cuzco 9 FEB 66 cds, minor creasing 12 460 
   in two creases between stamps, nice embossing and colour, very fine overall 

 

72329 H   1d Red, strip of 7 with Chachapoyas 13 ENE 66 cds and two strikes of oval-end framed 12 400 
   CERTIFICACION hs, plus 5-leaf star at each end (rather scarce on stamps), on small  
   fragment, two creases between stamps, nice embossing and colour, very fine overall 

 

72330 H   1d Wine Red, strip of 6 with Cuzco 9 AGO 67 cds, couple folds between stamps, a 12 300 
   magnificent strip with deep embossing and superb colour, very fine 

 

72331 H   1d Light Red, strip of 6 with Lima 29 MAR 64 cds, minor creases and wrinkles, a nice 12 120 
   strip, appears very fine 

 

72332 F   1d Red strip of 6 with Huancavelica dotted cancels (L+R fig. 24) in BLUE, tied to 12 800 
   registered cover to Lima (cds and docketing of receipt on back (April 26, 1867) by  
   blue cds and showing fancy blue stars in corners and at top & bottom centre,  
   CERTIFICACION also in blue (L+R fig. 76 and 89, the latter rarity 80!), couple stamp  
   faults, overall very fine and rare showpiece showing rate of 1d postage + 5d registration 
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72333 F  394 1d Pale Red with LIMA/M cds (13 SET 64) used on folded letter to Genova, ITALY, 12 300 
   endorsed “Via de Inglaterra” and showing British P.O. A/CALLAO CDS (same day),  
   Hexagonal GB / 2F 87 5/10c hs and ANGL / AMB CALAIS exchange office cds (14 OCT 64),  
   REVERSE HAS RED London bs and red Genova bs, rated “2” (double weight) and “28”  
   (diecimi) = 2.80L due from addressee, a wonderful showpiece showing handling by four  
   different postal entities, very fine 

72334 F  394 1d Pale Red tied by Lima cds to 28 July 1863 folded letter to NEW YORK, oval 12 200 
   double-lined boxed “FRANCO” indicating payment for British carriage via Panama had  
   been made in cash (the equivalent of 6d) at the Lima P.O., with “STEAMSHIP / 10” hs  
   showing USA postage due for internal postage, an important showpiece demonstrating  
   this expedient prior to the permitted use of GB stamps from Peru, very fine 

72335 F  394 Early Use of January 1863 Tariff, 1d Red single tied by Lima cds to cover to Huaraz 12 200 
   with the cds showing 18 ENE 63 date. Only a few days earlier, the same cover would  
   have been franked by a pair. Very fine and important postal history showpiece 

72336 F  398 Pair of 1d Dark Red tied by Lima/M cds (5 ENE 66) to cplt. folded letter to Cobija, 12 160 
   BOLIVIA, during the short period from Oct. 1865 to the end of February 1866 when the  
   rate for a single weight letter was 20 centavos (2 dineros). Cover shows Lima diamond  
   grid hs as well. Important postal history item, very fine 

72337 F  398 1d Red pair tied by 26 June 1867 Lima cds (L+R fig. 120) paying the postal convention 12 120 
   rate to Valparaiso, CHILE, endorsed “por vapor” so no further charges levied, pair  
   with large margins, very fine  
     
   Note: this cover is from the end of the normal usage period of the 1d Red first Lecoq  
   issue; the final delivery was in May 1867, and it was replaced by the ABNC issues  
   which arrived in July 1867 

72338 F  398 1d Red with blue Tacna cds of 3 MAR (month inverted) 1867 to folded letter to 12 100 
   Cochabamba, BOLIVIA, with oval comm’l cachet, very fine  
     
   Note: by this date, a Bolivia-Peru convention made it possible to use a franking at  
   the basic inland rate to pay for letters to their final destination in the  
   corresponding country - a convention adopted in principle for other countries in the  
   region as well 

 

72339 G   1d Deep Red, two strips of 3 tied by Pasco cds (21 DIC 64) to fragment of registered 12 180 
   cover, full docketing of receipt (at Lima) dated Dec. 24, very fine and attractive 

 

72340 H   So-called “Arms sideways” error of the 1d Red, actually caused by the frame die being 12a 600 
   sideways in the Lecoq machine, used strip of four with ms cancels (fiscal usage?)  
   proving this, fresh and fine, each stamp signed J. Caceres P. (Scott $600++)  
     
   Note: matching ms cancels are known on strips from the Eitner and Jaretzky collections 
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72341 H   So-called “Arms sideways” error of the 1d Red, attractive single with Iquique dotted 12a 120 
   oval cancel (L+R fig. 24), plus another with Arica cds (Jan. 1865), fine (Scott $300) 

72342 F  398 So-called “Arms sideways” error of the 1d Red, single tied by light Tacna cds to 12a 400 
   folded letter datelined Dec. 14, 1865, sent to Arequipa, the error rather scarce on  
   cover, fine 

FIRST DAY OF 5C REDUCED RATE FOR MAIL BY TRAIN

 

72343 F   1d Red bisect tied to cover by January 1, 1866 Callao cds, sent  to Lima with superb 12c 600 
   strike Lima 3rd Distribution boxed hs, bs same day, attractive “carte  de visite” size  
   envelope (tears), bit soiled or toned else very fine (Scott $350++)  
     
   Note: the bisect was necessary and accepted for mail which was carried by train  
   between Lima, Callao and Chorrillos at the reduced 5c rate (1d = 10c) beginning Jan.  
   1, 1866 until the 5c American Banknote issue became available in June 1866 

72344 F  398 1d Red bisect, large margins, tied to cover by May 31, 1866 Lima cds (month inverted), 12c 260 
   sent  to Callao with two partial strikes of Callao 4th Distribution ovals, attractive,  
   very fine, signed Sigrest (Scott $350)  
     
   Note: the bisect was necessary and accepted for mail which was carried by train  
   between Lima, Callao and Chorrillos at the reduced 5c rate (1d = 10c) beginning Jan.  
   1, 1866 until the 5c American Banknote issue became available in June 1866 

72345 F  398 1d Red bisect, large margins, tied to cover by March 18, 1866 Callao cds, sent  to 12c 160 
   Lima with boxed 7th Distribution hs and with same-day Lima bs, cover slightly refolded  
   and stamp has pre-printing paper wrinkle, attractive, fine (Scott $350) 

72346 72347
 

72346 DCE   1p Brown on characteristic thin paper, no gum, couple inclusions else very fine, a 13 80 
   greatly undervalued stamp especially unused (Scott $120)  

72347 H   1p Brown strip of three showing twisted frame cliché, Lima cds, plus singles in Dark 13 220 
   Brown and in Yellow Brown (thin spot), a nice lot for exhibition, very fine overall 
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72348 F  398 1p Brown tied by Lima cds (13 FEB 65) to double-weight cover to Genova, ITALY, via 13 600 
   British and French P.O.s, with A/CALLAO bs, red London transit bs and red Genova boxed  
   bs (19 MAR 65), hexagonal GB / 2F 87 5/10 exchange hs and AMB. CALLAIS French receiver  
   on address side as well as Italian ms “42” (diecimi) for Italian triple-weight postage (marked  
   “3” as well), trivial cover erosion due to ink else an important showpiece, very fine 

72349 F  398 1p Brown, huge margins, tied by Tacna cds to April 2, 1866 datelined folded letter to 13 500 
   Cochabamba, BOLIVIA, thus paying double rate, a scarce franking and usage, very fine 

 

72350 F   BISECT of 1p Brown well tied by Tacna 19 OCT 64 cds to complete folded letter at the 13a  
   single rate to Cochabamba, BOLIVIA, necessary as stocks of the 1d Red were just being  
   replenished, a great rarity sometimes compared to the 1858 1/2p Rose error of colour,  
   a magnificent showpiece, very fine (SG £1’000+)  
     
   Estimate: € 800 - € 1’200 

 

72351 H G   1868-74 1d Green, balance of exhibit on 6 pages highlighted by used inverted Arms 14 400 
 F  (back faults), begins with showing of shades, impressions, coil joins and both 1868 &  
   1874 dated cancels, then page of multiples with 2 pairs, 2 strips of three (one Otaca  
   ms cancels), a strip of 4 (C38 British P.O. cancels), and piece with 5 stamps incl.  
   pair and separated strip of 3 with Chachapoyas cds and two Certificacion hs plus two  
   5-point stars. Covers include four single  frankings, one 1871 to New York, USA, NOT  
   carried by British mail, another 1869 with bold red TACNA / PERU to Cochabamba,  
   BOLIVIA. Fantastic and diverse group well worth a close look, slightly mixed  
   condition, fine to very fine overall (23 items) 

 

72352 H   1d Green, strip of 7 with Chachapoyas dotted cancels (L+R fig. 24) overstruck by 3 14 160 
   strikes of the oval-end CERTIFICACION hs used from there, 5th stamp creased else very  
   fine showpiece 
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72353 72354 72355

72353 H   1d Green, rare and beautiful strike of red PUERTO / DE / CASMA ornamented oval, 90+% 14 80 
   complete, stamp about fine, cancel SUPERB (L+R fig. 19, rarity 50; Emsing E30, €   
   100+), 1957 cert L. Miro  

72354 H   1d Green, beautiful strike of HUAN/CHACO dotted double oval, 95+% complete, stamp thin 14 60 
   but looks very fine, cancel SUPERB (L+R fig. 10, rarity 60; Emsing E13, € 125+) 

72355 H   1d Green, beautiful strike of PAIJAN in simple oval, 90+% complete, stamp thin but 14 60 
   looks very fine, cancel SUPERB (L+R fig. 7, rarity 60; Emsing E16, € 150+) 

72356 F  398 1d Green tied by British P.O. “C38) cancel to folded letter from Lima to Cerons, FRANCE,  14 400 
   erroneous red oval “PD” plus transits (on back) of A / CALLAO AU 28 / 71) and London (red  
   SP 20 / 71), French entry and boxed GB / 1F 60c accountancy, ms 1/6 British rate but 15  
   (decimes) tampon hs, Paris transit plus bs on reverse, a very fine postal history showpiece 

72357 F  398 1d Green, Lima 13 AGO 1871 cds, on mourning cover to Genova, ITALY, with British P.O. 14 300 
   A/CALLAO transit (AU 13 / 71) and GENOVA bs, 14 SET / 71) on reverse, closed bag mail,  
   ms “23” diecimi due from addressee, paid with 2L & 30c Dues tied the same day, a very  
   fine showpiece from this period 

 

72358 DCE   1d Green, ARMS INVERTED, one of the very few unused examples recorded, considered by 14a 1’200 
   Moll (1983) as rarer than the 1858 1/2p Red error of colour, fresh and fine, signed A.  
   Brun (Scott $2’250) 

72359 72360

72359 H   1d Green, ARMS INVERTED, Lima cds of 14 DIC 872 (the day after the mail steamer took 14a 800 
   away the letters for Europe), the stamp considered by Moll (1983) as rarer than the  
   1858 1/2p Red error of colour, very fine, signed Darteyre, A. Brun and others (Scott $1’200) 

72360 H   1d Green, ARMS INVERTED, partial Lima cds of 13 DIC (1872; (found on several of the 38 14a 600 
   known examples, being the day the mail steamer took away the letters for Europe), the  
   stamp considered by Moll (1983) as rarer than the 1858 1/2p Red error of colour, very  
   fine  example of this important error (Scott $1’200)
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72361 7236372362
 

72361 H   1d Green, ARMS INVERTED, clear Lima cds of 13 DIC 872 (found on several of the 38 14a 500 
   known examples, being the day the mail steamer took away the letters for Europe), the  
   stamp considered by Moll (1983) as rarer than the 1858 1/2p Red error of colour, tiny  
   thin possibly caused by heavy impression else very fine (Scott $1’200) 

72362 H   1d Green, ARMS INVERTED, uncommon MOQUE-/GUA fancy box/oval cancel, the stamp 14a 400 
   considered by Moll (1983) as rarer than the 1858 1/2p Red error of colour, slight  
   thin, very fine appearance (Scott $1’200) 

72363 H   1d Green, ARMS INVERTED, coil join with partial cds and ms cancels, the stamp 14a var. 500 
   considered by Moll (1983) as rarer than the 1858 1/2p Red error of colour, thin and  
   minor crease, only 4-5 coil join examples known, very fine appearance (Scott $1’200) 

 

72364 C H   1872 1p Orange-Yellow, two exhibit pages showing mint (og), 4 used singles (diff 15 500 
 F  shades, one used 1878), a strip of 5 (two creases between stamps) with April 1872 Lima  
   cds, and single franking cover to Valparaiso, CHILE with 13 Feb. 1872 Lima cds (2nd  
   month usage), fine to very fine overall ( 7 items) 

1866-67 American Banknote Co. Issues

72365 F  400 5c Green, two pairs with Tacna cds (1 ABR 67) double rate cover to  Cochabamba, 16 180 
   BOLIVIA, endorsed as accompanying 3 newspapers, one stamp corner nib else  
   attractive showpiece 

72366 F  398 10c Vermilion, strip of 3 with Tacna cds (appears to be 27 NOV 67)on triple-rate cover 17 300 
   to Cochabamba, BOLIVIA, 6pp of text + 3 enclosures account for the rate, very fine  
   overall, a great showpiece for the issue, signed Lavallé 

72367 F  400 10c Vermilion, single franking just tied by Puno cds (27 ABR 68) to attractively 17 160 
   addressed cover to Arequipa (bs the 30th), scarce on cover, fine 

  

72368 P   Plate Proofs of the 10c and 20c in issued colours, also each value in green, the 20c 17-18 100 
   with red numbering hs “0000,” all on india paper (typical tiny thins), scarce and fine  
   or very fine appearing 

72369 DFE  400 10c + 20c Llamas tied to 10c stationery cover front by superb PASCO / PRAL cds (20 17-18 300 
   AGTO 75), shows 3-line Pasco / Certificacion / Franca hs (L+R fig. 55) rarely  
   encountered, sent to Lima, reverse has signed receipt, a spectacular showpiece and  
   scarce use of both high values together 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72361
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72370 P   Die Proof in black for the 20c value (without frame or denominations), tiny toned spot 18 80 
   and fault in top margin else very fine 

72371 F  400 1871 Cover with internal text showing MIXED ISSUES FRANKING of 1d Green Lecog + 20c 18+14 300 
   Llama, Lima cds (4 DIC 1871) to Cerro de Pasco, text mentions receipts from several  
   mule drivers were included, accounting for the franking. File crease through 20c else  
   fine and rare showpiece, few similar uses known 

72372 F  400 1870 Cover from Callao to USA, 10c Llama and vert. strip of three GB 2d Blue (pl.12) 17 120 
   tied by “C38” cancels, A / CALLAO cds on back (AU20) and A / PANAMA transit on face  
   (AU23), with N.Y. STEAMSHIP / 10” receiver (SEP / 12 with “SEP” inverted), the strip  
   with faults incl. cut at left from opening, very fine appearing 

72373 F  400 20c Brown tied by Islay dotted cancel to May 1870 cover to Bordeaux, FRANCE, assessed 18 360 
   double weight in Peru and hs “GB / 1F90” but re-assessed at 31 grams (quadruple  
   weight) on arrival in France, so marked with 4F80 due. Sent via British P.O. at  
   Callao, with London transit, Calais exchange office cds, Paris to Bordeaux transit and  
   final bs of July 1870, side flaps removed else remarkable high-rate showpiece, fine 

72374 F  400 20c Brown tied by 1869 Lima cds to cover to New York, USA, endorsed “Per Steamer via 18 300 
   Panama” (but sent in closed bag from Peru), lovely New York June 8 cds and bold  
   “Steamship / 20” hs, an exceptional showpiece for this period showing Peruvian and  
   USA double rates 

72375 F  400 BISECT of 20c Brown tied by Iquique cds to early 1877 cover to Caldera, CHILE, 18a 360 
   endorsed “Urgente” (to no purpose!), scarce use to abroad, fine showpiece (Scott $675) 

1870-73 Lecoq “Trencito” & “Llama”

 

72376 C H   1870 1d “Trencito,” 4 exhibit pages thoroughly covering the issue, incl. mint and used 19 Offer 
 F  pairs, four examples with June to Nov. 1870 cds, cover with July 10, 1870 usage,  
   Callao to Lima, next page shows initial uses (Lima, Callao and Chorrillos plus “C38”  
   cancel, and cover from Callao to Lima with stamp tied by small blurred Lima 4th  
   Distrib. hs, then a page of 11 used with post-March 1873 uses from a variety of towns  
   incl. rare Chicama, also examples of the “ALLAO” and “CALLA” die varieties caused by  
   built-up ink at the right label, one paper join on piece, and finally a page with 8  
   Aug 1872 usage from Callao to Lima, a great start for a specialist, fine to very fine  
   overall (25 stamps, 2 pairs, 3 covers) (Est. € 600/1’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72370
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72376
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72377 C   5c Scarlet, fantastic mint pair, full og with only a tiny hinge mark between (and just 19 180 
   touching) both stamps, deep colour, slightly twisted die impressions, a superb  
   showpiece (Scott $250++)  
     
   Note: the 1871 issue date given by Scott and others is a myth, based on the 20th  
   Anniversary of the first railway in South America, linking Lima and Callao; the stamps  
   were printed in April 1870 and are known used from May of that year. The issue is also  
   cited as the first commemorative of South America 

72378 F  400 5c Pair, dramatic uneven inking, tied by May 1872 Callao cds to double-weight cover by 19 320 
   train to Lima (bs), most uncommon, fine and important exhibit item 

72379 F  404 5c Red tied by Callao cds (20 DIC 1870) to folded letter to Lima (same-day bs) showing 19 240 
   near stamp a light strike of Lima shell-shaped distribution hs (6th distribution, L+R  
   fig. 53), fine and early cover 

72380 F  404 5c Red, medium shade, tied by 15OCT 1873(?) Lima cds to cover by train to Chorrillos 19 220 
   (no bs), most uncommon, stamp miscut to show part of its neighbour, very fine 

72381 C H  404 1873, The famous “Llamita” (“Little Llama”), 2 exhibit pages with mint pair, 10 mint 20 400 
   singles demonstrating join, diff widths, shades and left frameline tapering, then page  
   with 3 probably genuine used, another 7 with posthumous or forged cancels and three  
   with bogus cancels, great source for exhibit or specialist, examine, very fine overall  
   (Scott $1’650 for the probably genuine) 

Classic Cancellations

72382 H   www 1858-1872, Fabulous collection of mostly high-quality examples on early issues  Offer 
   (through the Lecoqs) mounted on various exhibit pages plus others on older pages or  
   stock pages, about 220 stamps (multiples counted as singles) and 5 covers in all, with  
   some British P.O. cancels, many items with significant rarity ratings in Lamy & Rinck  
   or Emsing, must be seen to be properly evaluated, see complete scan on our web site  
   (Est. € 600/900) 

 

72383 F   1867 Cover from Lima (?) to USA via Panama, bearing the extremely rare large s/l  1’200 
   “APRIL 22 de 1867” in black, one of TWO KNOWN strikes of this type of cancel (the  
   other ex-Eitner, lot 4138), Panama /Transit ds and blue crayon “24” debit, “N. York /  
   Steamship” arrival and italic “34” applied as the country of origin was not clear  
   (normal postage from Peru was 24c). Very fine and important cancellation showpiece 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72377
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1874-84 Definitives

72384 F  404 2c Dark Violet single franking tied by 1878 Lima / Principal cds to local mourning 22 180 
   cover, the special rate of 2c for local letters was introduced in Lima in 1873 and  
   extended to the rest of Peru in 1874, scarce and very fine 

72385 F  404 10c Green and pair of 20c values all with 5-blade star cancels on double-rate reg’d 25, 27(x2) 240 
   cover to Lima (bs Feb 1878), the unique  Huancavelica  “Certificacion” hs (L+R fig.  
   89) shows origin, receipt on reverse mentions a fiscal note drawn on a Lima bank plus  
   a letter, scarce rate and usage, fine overall (30c postage + 20c registry fee) 

72386 F  404 10c Green, diagonal bisect tied by mute quartered cork cancel paying 5c rate to 25 var. 200 
   Callao, sharp Lima / Distrito cds (7 ENER 77) and with red circled “*3A”  
   (distribution?) hs, scarce and very fine cover 

72387 F  404 10c Green, horiz. bisect tied by 1877 Arica cds to single weight cover to Tacna, 25 var. 160 
   comm’l cachet, three small worm holes else very fine and very scarce 

 

72388 F   20c Brown Red pair tied by Huancavelica (HUNC’VCA / PRAL) 25 August 1880 cds and one 27 var. 500 
   of 8 strikes of 5-blade star (L+R fig. 76) to reg’d cover to Lima, oval-end CERTIFICACION  
   hs of former and double-lined oval with ms number of latter, bs “30 AGTO 80” and with formal  
   list of contents on reverse incl. 23 soles in banknotes enclosed, signed receipt inside shows  
   the money was received, a gorgeous showpiece, very fine 

72389 G F  404 20c Brown Red, diagonal bisect tied by boxed Caraz cancel (L+R fig, 4) to large fragment 27 var. 120 
   showing 31 Jan. 1880 Lima Principal bs, fine and very scarce usage, ex Müller 

72390 F   404, 1878-79 Study on 8 exhibit pages of the important transition period from Peru’s entry  600 
  406 into the GPU, to its belated membership in the UPU, includes 5 GB-Peru mixed frankings,  
   some other spectacular items among the 12 covers present incl. cover with bisect of 5c  
   used as 2c (part of 27c franking; 1979 PFC), mixed condition but a hand-picked group for  
   postal history exhibition, examine 

General Issues (from 1895)

72391 J DCE  www 1897 1 Sol Brown with “DEFICIT” ovpt. complete sheet of 100 horiz. separated in two parts,  J23 60 
   no top selvage, 5 National BNCo - New York imprints, no gum, attractive, fine (Scott $190) 

 

72392 C   1899 10 Soles Green, one of the iconic high values of Peru, large part og, very fine 159 300 
   (Scott $850) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72388
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Airmails, Dues, Parcel Posts, etc.

72393 F   406 SHORT-PAID & UNPAID covers, 1859-79, 18 items (some on exhibit pages) incl. 5c Due  400 
   tied to back of 1879 cover (Scott $350), several indicating or implying no postage  
   available, FRANCA hs, etc.  Great postal history lot, examine 

72394 F  406 1876 USA three-colour Banknote franking (2c+5c+10c = 17c) tied to cover (opened for J2 300 
   display) to Lima, with NEW 12 YORK transit cds. Internal Peruvian postage of 10c was  
   paid by pair of 5c Dues on reverse. Bit soiled, an impressive postal history and franking,  
   fine overall (2c straight-edge at left) (Scott $350 for 5c Due on cover) 

72395 F  406 1874 10c Orange due tied by Lima cds to reverse of 1875 cover from GB, 1sh6d franking, J3 140 
   paying internal postage, a very fine showpiece (Scott $350) 

Peru-Chile War 1879-1882

72396 F  408 1886 Cover from USA with 5c Garfield franking, sent to Tacna, PERU but backstamped  120 
   with both Arica / Chile and Tacna / Chile cds, sent from Richmond, VA via New York (the  
   only other transit), bit soiled, fine and very scarce testament to the on-going dispute 

British Post Offices

72397 F  408 Crowned “Paid at Panama” red hs graces “prices current” (published March 15, 1853)  300 
   from San Francisco to Lima, dated by British P.O. Panama bs of AP 8 / 53, some 6 months  
   before the USA-GB convention superseded the old USA-PSNC agreement for a 50c per  
   half ounce rate. This item, dated well before the agreement with GB, shows original rating  
   of “50” overwritten with “32” and with red crayon “6” (the fee for British carriage from  
   Panama to Callao). Delivered free of charge to Lima per the tariff then in effect. Bold USA  
    “PAID” hs, a classic postal history showpiece, very fine  
     
   Note: a rather long transit time of one month, though 12 days were lost between the  
   arrival of the “Golden Gate” from California and the departure of the PSNC steamer  
   “Quito” for Callao 

72398 F  408 1d Blue, worn impression, uncancelled on folded letter datelined Jan. 23, 1861, carried 9b 200 
   privately and mailed at British P.O. ISLAY (cds of JA 24 on back), carried to Panama (Feb.   
   6 transit), then carried to New York where Steamship / 10 was applied. Note “PAID TO  
   PANAMA” hs and red ms 6d for British postage to there, docketed received on Feb. 26,   
   an exceptional postal history showpiece, very fine 

 

72399 H   1867 5sh Rose, plate 2, with inverted “C38” cancel of Callao office, slight bends else A63 120 
   very fine (Scott $675) 

72400 F  408 1871 Cover from British P.O. at PAITA, franked  by 19 examples of the GB 1d plate 127  600 
   (three strips of 3 + single) and single 4d plate 11, all with “C43” cancels, “A / PAITA” cds  
   (MY 30 / 71) and sent via Panama to Gefle, SWEDEN, with large part Malmö - Falköping  
   entry cds, a spectacular franking and a very valuable showpiece (original addressee  
   changed in transit, typical tiny faults, opened for display) 

72401 F  408 Peru 1876 10c Green MIXED FRANKING, tied together with GB 1sh pl. 13 by horiz. “C38”  500 
   hs of Callao, sent to England (bs) under the July 1878 tariff (1sh per 1/2 oz.), Callao / C GPO  
   bs of OC10 / 78 thus making the letter qualify for the October 1st tariff of 6d / 1/2 oz, but  
   news may have not reached Callao in time. Backstamped in Surrey NO14 / 78, envelope  
   faults neatly mended, else fine, 1970 RPS cert 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72399
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72402 F  www Inbound cover from London with pair of 4d pl. 17 tied at Lombard St. on Nov. 16, 1884,  200 
   “VIA PANAMA” s/l hs and with oval “VAPOR” (Emsing E203) used at Lambayeque, rated “20  
   cts.” (double UPU rate) as was paid by the GB stamps, very fine, 2004 cert. Dr. Knopke 

72403 H F   408, 1846-77 Strong showing on over 40 exhibit pages, incl. a separate section of British  Offer 
  410 P.O. cancels on Peruvian stamps (over 40 items incl. few “pulls” of both Callao types  
   from original dies rediscovered in 1952), the exhibited portion includes such  
   destinations as Danzig and Spain, other German States, Italy, France, etc. and is rich  
   in cancellations demonstration alternative routings incl. by forwarding agents. Later  
   covers show a variety of frankings incl. use of Italian postage dues (e.g. on 20c  
   ABNCo BISECT), Peru-GB mixed franking from Callao and other valuable items. A  
   wonderful opportunity to get “the gamut” and exhibit further. 36 covers in all. (Est.  
   € 2’000/3’000) 

French Post Office

72404 F  412 1841-72, 9 covers on 8 exhibit pages showing various French methods of conveying mail  Offer 
   from Peru, incl. 1844 sailing packet “Panama” (red cds) as used from 1844-46 together  
   with French postmarks at Panama, French P.O. (from 1865), destinations incl. Spain and  
   Italy (with Dues added), one forwarded, a good mix of usages and frankings, examine  
   (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 

72405 F   414 1858-75, Inbound covers (9) with French frankings (various Napoleon and Ceres issues,  600 
   incl. one mixed), various rates and hs, some by PSNC steamer from Europe, attractive,  
   examine (€ 600) 

72406 F   414 1866 Inbound cover, 3-colour franking with Napoleon “Empire” issues (no laurels), sent  600 
   from Paris (1 Sept.) to Lima and pre-paying a weight of 20-30 grams, rated “2” on  
   arrival for a weight of 1/2 - 1 onza, bs Lima, carried by closed bag via Panama.  
   Attractive, fine (€ 150) 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

     

Auction Bids 
The auction bidding steps are as follows :
€      50 - 100 €      5 €      500 - 1000 €      50  €        5000 - 10000 €      500
€    100 - 200 €    10 €    1000 - 2000 €    100 €      10000 - 20000 €    1000
€    200 - 500 €    20 €    2000 - 5000 €    200 €      20000 - 50000 €    2000
     €     50000 - 100000 €    5000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Collections and Large Lots

72407 F DFE   414 1820s-1850s PRE-ADHESIVE COVERS, deluxe stockbook with 60 items (a very few fronts),  Offer 
   nearly all internal mail, with many rated “80” to “100” by Colareta, towns include  
   Arequipa (3), Arica (4 incl. one with diamond “VAPOR” hs), Ayacucho, Bolivar (early  
   Trujillo, front), Callao (2, one “FRANCA,” one “VAPOR”), Camana, Capitano del Puerto  
   de Huanchaco, Guancayo, Guancavelica, Huaraz (2), Lampa, Locumba, Paita / 2.R, Pasco  
   (6, one unlisted hexagonal PASCO / 2R / FRANCA), Piura, Puno (2), S. Pedro, Tacna (2),  
   extremely rare Tarapaca, “Trugillio,” Trujillo (5), “VAPOR PERU / P” (2 similar used  
   from Islay), Yca, Yslay (2), and then the Lima (ca. 14 hs in black, red and blue)  
   incl. one with bold red boxed “MZ” used 1826, and another unlisted with splayed legs  
   to “M” of “LIMA.” In all, a solid foundation for further development, nearly every  
   item is extensively annotated, please examine (Est. € 600/900) 

 

72408 F    INBOUND MAIL, 1826-84, spectacular holding on stock and exhibit pages, over 35 covers  Offer 
   plus couple fronts or large fragments, highlights incl. 1857 3-colour SARDINIA  
   franking from AIX LES BAINS, SAVOY. Other countries of origin incl. France, GB,  
   Germany or States, Spain, Uruguay and important USA, a great resource for both Peru  
   and home-country collectors, please examine (Est. € 1’000/1’600) 

72409 F DFE   414 1835-1877, Peru Cross-Border Mail, wide variety among the 47 covers (few fronts) with  Offer 
   stampless, early frankings incl. several 1p, Lecoq and ABNCo “Llama” issues, sent to   
   (few from, but with Peruvian franking or hs) Bolivia, Chile or Ecuador, with  
   outstanding group of s/l “VAPOR (ship name) / P” hs e.g. “Chile” (4 in 3 diff.  
   colours), “Peru,” “Santiago” and “N. Granada,” plus fancy “Callao Vapor” and “Lima  
   Vapor” hs, a lot with much quality and value which would easily be realised at retail  
   or internet, examine (Est. € 500/800) 

72410 F DFE   414 1846-81, Deluxe stockbook full of over 55 interesting covers (couple fronts), vast  Offer 
   majority thoroughly annotated, many of use to ship mail exhibitors, from a few  
   stampless to early issues, e.g. 1st issue 1p tied by “Steamship 10” cancel on its way  
   from Lima to Boston, later incl. Lecoqs, ABNCo issues, etc., much useful material  
   incl. Peru / GB Office mixed franking, other British P.O. and Panama transit covers,  
   variety of destinations incl. several Spain, several 1879-80 ovpt. issue showpieces,  
   and much more. Condition slightly mixed but a treasure trove nonetheless, careful and  
   thoughtful examination recommended (Est. € 1’200/1’800) 
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72411 G F   416 TRAIN MAIL, 1856-79, 10 covers and a large piece on exhibit pages, most franked,  Offer 
   showing both the 5c reduced rate for mail by train and the 3c rate for printed matter  
   by train (rare!), variety of frankings incl. couple stampless, Lecoqs, also 1877 10c  
   BISECT (Scott n° 25, not listed), examine (Est. € 200/300) 

 

 72412 C H  1858-61 First, Second & Third Issues, the Bargholtz plating stock, a tremendous 3-4, 6-11 Offer 
 DCE   research opportunity with a total of 53 pairs and well over 950 singles, many plated  
   by transfer types incl. the complicated third issues, occasional unused (incl. no gum  
   pair of Scott n° 3) and of course a wealth of cancels present of all styles, incl.  
   many struck in blue and also a few in red, condition is mixed as can be expected but a  
   good (and valuable) percentage (incl. many pairs of Scott n°3) are very fine. Careful  
   examination recommended (Est. € 800/1’200) 

72413 G F  416 1858-61 1 dinero Blues, binder with 33 covers and one large piece including 20 with 3,7,9 etc. Offer 
   pairs as franking, includes 1st issue (19 items incl. 15 with pairs), 2nd issue (6 items,   
   1 pair) and 3rd issues (9 items, 4 pairs) with nearly all plated as to transfer type, setting,   
   etc. with much cancel interest incl. superb straight-lines, etc. Worthy of consideration as  
   nearly all are prime exhibit material, mostly very fine (Est. € 1’000/1’400) 

72414 F  416 1858-61 1 peseta Reds, great lot of 9 covers incl. 1st issue (2, both March 1858), 2nd 4,8,10 etc. Offer 
   issue (1, stamp showing strong wear) and 3rd issue (6 incl. one with two stamps as  
   franking), generally fine to very fine, excellent exhibit potential with most plated  
   (Est. € 500/750) 

72415 C H   1858 to modern, thick stockbook filled with various issues in varying quantities, lots  Offer 
   of inexpensive issues throughout but with the hope of finding a “nugget” among the  
   varieties and cancels, examine, some useful 19th century, fine overall (Est. € 100/200)  
   (many 100s) 

 

72416 C H   1858 to modern, wonderful large collection done “British style” in 10 albums (less  Offer 
 F  binders), huge total SG catalogue value and many hundreds of stamps (often a nice mint  
   set plus several pages of different cancels followed by a variety of covers incl.  
   reg’d, to overseas, etc. with a particularly strong section of Peru-Chile War with  
   many issues rarely if ever seen in collections, also strong Lecoq issues (mint and  
   used with a few uncommon cancels), an album of mint stationery and another of “back of  
   book,” and much more. Inspection recommended, fine overall (well over 1’000 stamps and  
   well over 600 covers) (Est. € 600/1’200) 
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72417 F  www 1860s-1930s, Postal history collection including unique items, well written up,  Offer 
   starting with two Great Britain used abroad covers in mixed frankings with Peru  
   imperfs, continues with more Peruvian imperfs from the 1850s onwards, including  
   combinations of Peruvian definitives, again virtually all four margins throughout,  
   well over 2 dozen, then perforated Peruvian issues this time from places such as the  
   Islas Chinca, Pomar, as well as 2 bisects covers of the 20c llama brown, further  
   covers present including a study of fancy cancels on cover including ornate  
   Calijabama, diamonds in rectangle local mail cancel, straightline cancels such as  
   Paitam, Pirua, as well as, small dot cancels Pomar and of course a plethora of other  
   cancels from Peru, formed  over two decades of collecting, every single cover was  
   bought individually and has been given to us as a collection intact, an outstanding  
   opportunity seldom available (Est. € 5’000/7’000) 

72418 F   416 1862 1d Red  &1868 1d Green Lecoq issues, terrific group of covers incl. 11 1d Red, 12, 14 Offer 
   incl. two with “Conduccion del Cartero Gratis” hs, variety of towns, and 8 with 1d  
   Green incl. one with three examples, nearly all carefully annotated, examine, fine to  
   very fine (Est. € 300/400) 

 

72419 C H   1862-73 Lecoq Issues, large accumulation on stock sheets, occasional unused but mostly 12-15, 19-20 Offer 
 G DCE   used showing large array of shades and cancels (incl. blue and red) to pick through,  
   some paper joins, a few nice pairs, etc. with much potential for specialists and  
   dealers, examine, many items are very fine (ca. 480 stamps plus some fakes, reprints,  
   etc. and 13 pairs + 1d Green strip of 3) (Est. € 1’200/1’500) 

72420 C H  416, 1866-67 American Banknote Co. “Llama” issues, highly diverse accumulation on exhibit 16-18 Offer 
 G F   418 and stock pages, incl. examples of the 1874-75 2nd printings, some 150 stamps incl.  
 DCE  variety of cancels, then a useful showing of covers (or large pieces) for each value  
   incl. 5c (7, two with two stamps, one of these assessed 10c due, plus large part-cover  
   with strip of 4 to BOLIVIA), 10c (6, two franked by pairs incl. one from Pisagua to  
   CHILE, also single franking via British P.O to France, plus cover front to Genova,  
   ITALY with 2.40 diecimi due, paid by Dues) and 20c (3 pieces, one of them a  
   part-cover, all with BISECTS, the last in Oct. 1876 to Valparaiso, CHILE. An important  
   lot, especially for the covers, examine (Est. € 400/600) 

 

72421 C H  1874-99 Issues, fat stockbook neatly laid out stamp by stamp, incl. Dues and  Offer 
 DCE P   Officials, primarily in catalogue order, solid showing of the various 1880-1895  
   Provisionals with few extra pages of cancellations starting with the earlier types  
   (1858 etc.) and showing a large range of diff. Lima cds, also includes a few proofs  
   and a page of varieties which Scott states were made for collectors. An excellent  
   basis for specialisation, fine to very fine overall (Est. € 300/400) (about 1’080 stamps) 

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro

The currency for this auction is the Euro

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist Euro
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72422 C H F   POSTAGE DUES, 1874-1936, large collection with duplication on various pages, incl. 1st J1/J36 Offer 
 P S   issue specimens, unissued 1874 2c die proof with used USA 1869 12c showing same  
   steamship vignette, some plate proofs, later with various cancels, a few specimens,  
   etc. plus a thick collection and accumulation of the Unemployment Fund and later  
   Postal Tax issues (Scott RA14 etc.) incl. errors, varieties and uses on covers. Much  
   value in the Dues, examine, fine or very fine overall (about 185 items of Dues, 100+  
   of Postal Tax) (Est. € 220/300) 

72423 F  www POSTAL STATIONERY, 1875 - ca. 1910, attractive boxful of over 100 mainly crisp mint  Offer 
   (incl. shade and paper varieties), plus gold mine of about 120 used (most annotated),  
   both domestic and numerous foreign destinations (both neighbouring and to several  
   European countries (one to TAHITI !), incl. many uprated. The types incl. postal cards  
   (mostly, with depth in provisional issues), entires, letter cards, message-reply cards  
   and wrappers. This would easily form the nucleus of an award-winning exhibit, please  
   examine, mostly very fine, an appetising lot (Est. € 400/600) 

72424 CC C H www 1876-1904 TELEGRAPHS, long-time accumulation on 2 stock pages incl. about 75  Offer 
     stamps mint or used, nearly complete by Yvert (n° 1/17 less 13a & 14a) and showing  
   interesting range of cancels, also nh block of 8 of Yv. n° 3 and 1889 telegraph receipt  
   franked by 1884-86 10c postage, overall fine or better, examine (Est. € 40/50) 

72425 F  418 1876-1932 + few later, Massive partly annotated accumulation of about 175 covers in  Offer 
   two albums, frankings incl. large multiples, 2 bisects, postal tax, etc. with a great  
   range of rates and usages (e.g. registered, certified, “AR”) covering the whole period  
   (incl. a few Chilean occupation), with nearly all sent to foreign destinations incl.  
   scarcer (e.g. British Guiana). We are confident that it would take years to form a  
   similar hand-picked group that lends itself to exhibits by issue or postal history  
   subject for this long period. Please examine (Est. € 500/800) 

 

72426 C H   1879-82 Peru-Chile War & Chilean Occupation, profuse accumulation built with a  Offer 
 J DCE    specialist’s eye and including good quantities of unusual stamps besides larger groups  
   of Chilean Occupation and Arequipa incl. multiples, also 10 Chile with Peruvian  
   cancels incl. occupied Lima, Callao, etc. A promising start with much worthwhile  
   material, examine (Est. € 300/600) (ca. 200 items) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72422
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72422
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72426
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72426
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72426
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72426
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72427 C H  1885-1940 OFFICIAL SEALS, important accumulation in stockbook, nearly cplt. range of  Offer 
 DCE    different issues distinguished by paper and colour, both Lima and national issues,  
   noted Lima tête-bêche block of four, one with top line of text inverted and another  
   double print with one inverted, all used for damaged mail and some later for  
   registered mail, well over 225 total stamps (about  30+ diff. incl. imperf.  
   varieties), some in pairs incl. double perfs between, finally 1916 reg’d cover with  
   seal folded over and tied, 1940 piece from France (seal tied) and 1984 airmail cover  
   from France with two seals tied at ends, examine, very fine overall (Est. € 300/400) 

 

72428 CC C  1886/1937 American Banknote Co. issues, impressive collection of SPECIMENS in album,  Offer 
 S    incl. Airs, Dues, etc. incl. the rarest issues, total of about 315 stamps with a few  
   multiples, the Specimen ovpts. include red, black and blue, some hole punched (and  
   some of these without ovpt.), with numerous different letter fonts, orientations and  
   printing varieties. Accompanied by letter and photocopies of explanation of the  
   distinction among certain printings, e.g. the 1935 archival reprints of the 1895  
   Seated Liberty issue (7 values). A wonderful resource with only 3 or 4 collections  
   this complete possible. Vast majority nh, very fine (Est. € 400/600) 

72429 F   www 1899-1900 Pictorial Postal Cards, small album with about 30 items incl. both mint and  Offer 
   used (some to Switzerland), one is a later card (future of port of Callao), fits well with  
   the stationery holding offered elsewhere herein, generally very fine (Est. € 100/150) 

72430 C H   www 1908-10 EXPRESS (Special Delivery) stamps, specialised group incl. 10 mint or used E1-3 Offer 
 F  singles incl. E1 & E3 with ovpts. inverted / reversed, then covers with E2 and two  
   with E3, scarce and fine or better, one signed A. Diena (Est. € 200/300) 

72431 CC C 418 1925-28 Tacna & Arica Dispute with Chile, excellent hoard of about 20 covers and cards  Offer 
 H G   with use of the Postal Tax issues (Scott RA1-12) incl. few reg’d, some used on ps, etc., plus  
 F S  two “forerunners” (1912 pc from Peru with hand-drawn map of conflict area, 1912 pc from  
   Arica, Chile with franking of latter), then 7 covers with 1925 “Plebiscito” frankings (incl. 2 and 5  
   stamps) and one with mixed Plebiscito / Postal Tax franking (philatelic, to Panama CZ).   
   Then 3 USA Navy covers from Arica during the Plebiscite period, and finally, 7 stock or  
   album pages stuffed with mostly mint examples of the Postal Tax incl. couple large  
   multiples, specimens, and range of cancels. A great start for a one-frame exhibit, mixed  
   condition but mostly fine or better (Est. € 300/400) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72427
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72427
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72428
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72428
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72428
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72428
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72432 F  420 METER POSTAGE, 1926 (15c mint wrapper) to 1977 (mostly before 1941), some with imprint  Offer 
   uprating adhesives, variety of destinations incl. mostly foreign, also reg’d. certified, couple  
   “forerunners,” lots of airmail uses, etc., fine lot, examine (Est. € 100/150) 

72433 CC C  www 1927-63 AIRMAILS, cplt. collection in mounts mostly on Scott Airmail album pages, also  Offer 
   1965 Air Semi-postals, includes extra set of Scott C175-77 in imperf pairs (not counted),  
   all min. sheets incl. scarce 1961 Machu Pichu, og with some later nh, a clean and solid  
   unit, very fine (Scott $689+) (Est. € 80/120) 

72434 F  420 AIRMAILS, 1927-77, big collection of about 280 covers incl. 3 with 1st Air issue  Offer 
   pairs, two Lima-La Paz FFCs, also one “Rose of Lima” 10s franking, wide variety of  
   rates, routes and destinations (nearly all abroad), most are pre-World War II and  
   nearly all annotated as to rates, cancels, etc., a wonderful start, includes one 1928  
   cover with Scadta “Pe” hs, several underfranked so not flown (diff. special hs), many  
   reg’d, and the whole showing a large variety of airlines (Panagra, Lufthansa, Pan Am,  
   etc.) and special hs, well worth a long look, a fantastic start for a significant  
   exhibit with both FFCs and commercial mail abroad (Several covers with Müller pts.  
   1’000-4’000 each) (Est. € 600/900) 

72435 F   420 1931-41 German Airmail covers to Peru, 2 with GB frankings and one with Netherlands, all  Offer 
   carried incl. 6 1932 Zeppelins (diff flights, one “on board” cancels), one 1931 cover via French  
   Aeropostale, later Lufthansa with various cachets, etc., valuable, examine (Est. € 260/320) 

72436   1932-41, LITERATURE: “El Peru Filatelico,” 17 diff. numbers from n° 2 (1932) to n°  40 
   35/36 (1941), fine, ex Huys 

 

72437 L   1857-1873 FORGERIES, the Bargholtz holding incl. 4 exhibit pages plus accumulation of  Offer 
   additional material mint & used and some on pieces on over 20 stock or album pages,  
   strength in Sperati material (e.g. two “Medio Peso” errors + die proof) as well as  
   excellent showing of forged cancels on both genuine and reprints, some items signed  
   Darteyre as genuine, and much more, a wonderful study holding and resource, a few  
   pages show later ovpt. forgeries, please examine. Also includes few pages or  
   part-pages from the Fournier album for later issues of Peru (ovpts.), Chile, Ecuador  
   and Bolivia (Est. € 600/900) 

Philippines

72438 H DCE  422 1854-55, Mint & used selection on pages showing the values from 5c to 2r, some 1/5A Offer 
 L   duplication but showing different cancels, some 1855 lithographs, generally fine, a  
   scarce group (Est. € 500/800) 

72439 F   1908-1980, Lot of over 500 covers and cards, portion of commemorative covers but also  Offer 
   a fair amount of commercially used items including US administration, also some  
   Japanese occupation noted, fine (Est. € 300/400) 

72440 C   1946-1970 Collection on Scott pages, mostly mint hinged, a few used, seems to be  Offer 
   complete, very fine (Est. € 100/150) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=178&cat=72437

